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Why Speed
Matters

59% of website traffic comes from mobile.

43% of eCommerce traffic comes from Google Search

20% of site visitors leave because of a slow site

Google takes into account the speed and performance
of a site in their SEO Algorithm.



Quick Wins
MINIMIZE RESOURCE
DIMENSIONS

Browser reads and
translates (processes) HTML
markup to build out data
tree.

OPTIMIZE CSS

Inline critical

Separate CSS based on
media type
Minify CSS

SPEED-UP LAYOUT
AND PAINT PROCESS

Browser reads all .css files
and starts building the tree
data structure.

MAKE JAVASCRIPT
UNBLOCKING

Postpone inline JS

Load JS async
Defer JS



What are Core Web Vitals

LARGEST CONTENTFUL PAINT (CLP)

A metric that tracks loading speed.

CUMULATIVE LAYOUT SHIFT (CLS)

A metric that tracks the visual stability on the page.

FIRST INPUT DELAY (FID)

A metric that tracks the time it takes before someone interacts
with the page.

3 main metrics that Google recommends website owners keep
track of and improve on in order to serve a better user
experience. These will effect your SEO ranking.



What Impacts Core Web Vitals
Each metric covers a different aspect of user experience and
is impacted by different factors.

LCP

Slow server response
JS and CSS that blocks
rendering
Slow loading resources
(e.g. Image and Video
files)
Client Side rendering

FID

Long tasks
Long JS execution time
Large JS bundles
Render-blocking JS

CLS

Ads causing any change
in layout
Cookie banners /
notices
Images w/o dimensions 
Dynamically injected
content 
Fonts - Flash of Invisible
Text



Improving Core Web Vitals
Each metric covers a different aspect of user experience and
is impacted by different factors.

LCP

Remove unnecessary scripts from third parties.
Upgrade your web host to a better (faster) company.
Set up lazy loading that will only load elements as someone
scrolls down the page.
Remove large LCP elements as Google PageSpeed Insights
points them out.
Always compress images so they are web optimized at 72
dpi.
Condense your CSS because bulky code will delay LCP times.



Improving Core Web Vitals
Each metric covers a different aspect of user experience and
is impacted by different factors.

FID

Remove unnecessary scripts from third parties.
Minimize (or defer) JavaScript so users aren’t stalled while JS loads up.
Establish a browser cache, allowing content to load faster for return
visitors.



Improving Core Web Vitals
Each metric covers a different aspect of user experience and
is impacted by different factors.

CLS

Use set size attributes for all media dimensions (images, GIFs, video, etc.) so the browser
holds the space as everything on your web page loads.
Reserve spaces for any ad elements you are including, or they will appear suddenly,
pushing the page around and potentially causing an accidental click.
Add any new user interface elements below the fold so, the initial design isn’t altered if
the user clicks on something.
Be careful with your dynamic content injection for email signup forms, GDPR notices, and
similar elements. Avoid responsiveness that will surprise your users or shift content.
Watch out for custom font loading. Use graphics or preload font files in select cases (do
not overuse this, or you can bog down your site).



Measuring Core
Web Vitals

Online tools like:
Google Pagespeed
Lighthouse
Web.dev
Fast or Slow
GTMetrix

https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights/
https://developers.google.com/web/tools/lighthouse
https://web.dev/measure/
https://www.fastorslow.com/
https://gtmetrix.com/


How Can You Improve Your Core Web Vitals Score? 

https://wordpress.org/plugins/cloud
flare/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/wp-
cloudflare-page-cache/
Automatic Platform Optimization -
https://blog.cloudflare.com/automati
c-platform-optimizations-starting-
with-wordpress/

Cloudflare

CSS / JS Optimization
Minification
Optimization of Google Fonts
Preloading DNS

Autoptimize

Disable emojis, embeds, dashicons
Disable or limit post revisions
Change autosave interval
Disable and tweak Heartbeat API
Custom script manager
CDN rewrite
Preloading resources
Multisite support

Prefmatters

Optimize images and scripts in real-time
Reduce Page Size
Improve Load Times
Lower Bounce Rates

WPCompress



Recap

Largest Contentful Paint: The time it takes for a page’s
main content to load. An ideal LCP measurement is 2.5
seconds or faster.
First Input Delay: The time it takes for a page to
become interactive. An ideal measurement is less than
100 ms.
Cumulative Layout Shift: The amount of unexpected
layout shift of visual page content. An ideal
measurement is less than 0.1.

Google has defined these as the Core Web Vitals:



Resources



How Hosting Can Slow Down Your Site

Shared Hosting
VPS Hosting
Dedicated Server
Cloud Hosting
Managed WP/Woo hosting

Moving from PHP 5.6 to 7.x can
increase speed by more than 200%
PHP 5.6 has reached end of life and
is a security risk.

Type of Hosting

Version of PHP

Version / Flavor of MySQL
Web Server (Apache / nginx)
Server Configs
Control Panels
Other services

Other Factors



Optimizing Images



How Media Can Slow Down Your Site

Unoptimized images take longer to
download
Incorrectly sized images are a
waste of bandwidth
Using the incorrect format* can
make an ugly or oversized image

Images
Videos are huge compared to images
Embedding videos from external sources
like YouTube or similar requires external
calls and resources

Videos



How Themes Can Slow Down Your Site

CSS Implementation
JS Implementation
HTML / Template Implementation

Many themes include a lot of features to help them sell better
in theme marketplaces
These are features that you may not use due to using a
specific plugin or not needing it in your site/design.

Poorly Coded

Feature Bloat



How Fonts & Assets Can Slow Down Your Site

From Google, Adobe, etc.
Loading external fonts affect site speed.

Third-party scripts loading many times over

Google Analytics
Google Tag manager
Mailchimp / HubSpot 
Facebook / Social Pixels

External Fonts

Ads / Adsense

Tracking Pixels / Analytics



Understanding Image Types

Images in a dot matrix data structure composed of a
rectangular grid of pixels. 
Also called bitmap images.
Raster file formats commonly used on the web: JPG,
PNG, GIF, WebP.
The main difference between these file formats is the
method of compression.

Raster Images



Understanding Image Types

Images defined through a series of mathematical
statements describing lines or shapes places in a two
or three-dimensional space.
The vector file format used on the web is SVG.

Vector Images



Which Format is Best? It Depends… 
 

PaletteCategory Best For

JPG

GIF

PNG-8

PNG-24

SVG

Lossy

Lossless

Lossless

Lossless

Vector Lossless

16.7 M Colors

256 Colors

256 Colors

Unlimited

Unlimited

Still Images
Photography

Simple Animations
Graphics w/o gradients

Text and Line art
Icons and Logos

Transparency, Text,
line art, icons, logos 

Logos and Line Art
Retina screens



Image Sizes

Thumbnail (150x150)
Medium (300x300)
Large (1024x1024)
 

WordPress has 3 image sizes that are configurable at Settings > Media

Default Values are:

For today’s full-width layout, you may want to adjust these sizes to some
that work better for you. Or add new image sizes using this code snippet.

Use the Regenerate Thumbnails plugin to apply changes to existing media.

https://gist.github.com/nathaningram/fe9260b0e5f91f257cd6972b6166b7a4


Retina Images

Retina displays use intelligent sizing to upscale images
Standard display: one pixel in an image = one pixel on the screen
Retina display: one pixel in an image = four pixels on the display

The images display the same size on either screen, but the image on the
retina is actually being "stretched," which can cause it to look blurry,
jagged, or soft.

DPI and Retina



Retina Images

WP Retina 2x by Jordy Meow
https://wordpress.org/plugins/wp-retina-2x/
Creates retina images for you
Displays them only to visitors if they use a retina screen

Many themes (GeneratePress, Kadence, Astra) also support standard and
retina images in the header.

Retina Images in WordPress



SVG Images

SVGs are great for logos - they scale perfectly and maintain sharpness.
Test the image in other formats. Sometimes SVGs can actually be larger.
SVGs are not supported by WordPress out of the box, and could possibly
be a security issue.
Consider the SVG Support Plugin

https://wordpress.org/plugins/svg-support/
Make sure the following line is the first line of your SVG:

You can add animation to SVGs

A few pro tips:

<?XML version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>



WebP Images

Support in all major browser versions (Safari needing to be on Big Sur or
later)
Support for both lossy and lossless compression.
Coming to WordPress core in 5.8.

WebP is an image file format created by the web performance team at
Google, developed as a replacement for JPEG, PNG, and GIF, while supporting
good compression, transparency, and animations.



Lazy Loading Images

Images do not load until they are viewed (or just before)
Page appears to finish loading until that time

It's already available in WordPress (Core)
There's nothing you need to do to have this work.
By default, WordPress will add loading="lazy" to all img tags that have
width and height attributes present. 

An excellent strategy to improve page loads

Lazy Loading Images in WordPress


